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ABSTRACT 

The "PV/T-Slate" is a recently developed ventilated 
photovoltaic slate for integration into roofs or 
facades. As side effect of the cell cooling the heated 
air can be used. Therefore it is useful to simulate air 
volume rate and temperature. To further investigate 
the practical use of the gained heat in any housing 
technology, it is of big advantage, when this happens 
in an existing building simulation code. 

This paper presents a physical model for the PV/T-
Slate in the "Neutral Modelling Format" NMF and its 
validation. 

The building simulation program IDA ICE ("Indoor 
Climate and Energy", see EQUA 2002) allows to 
integrate this component model into a model for the 
whole building. 

INTRODUCTION 
PV building integration leads to high cell 
temperatures, which decreases the electric efficiency 
(see King 1997). Hence cell cooling is the main 
reason for ventilated PV-facades and -roofs. In 
contrast to other PV ventilations, the "PV/T-Slate" 
draws in the ambient air through several narrow and 
rather long gaps between the doubly overlapping PV-
modules (see Figure 1). 
 

 

Figure 1 Doubly overlapping PV/T-Slates with air 
gaps between 

 
Figure 2 Principle of the PV/T-Slates 

 

The aim of this study is to investigate the use of the 
waste heat from the PV/T-Slate. Therefor a physical 
model for the PV/T-Slate is developed and written in 
the "Neutral Modelling Format" NMF, a transient 
equation based modelling language. With the IDA 
Solver and the building simulation application IDA 
ICE ("Indoor Climate and Energy"), the component 
heat gain can be solved together with the heat 
demand of the building. 
 

 
Figure 3 Principle of the simulation model 

 

The model was validated with two different 
measurements of the same modules on different 
support structures and different insulations. Some 
variations of the model where investigated with the 
aim to keep the number of parameters to be verified 
by experiments low and the number of predicted 
parameters high.  

The component model was used to predict the heat 
offered by the PV/T-Slates for different locations in 
Switzerland (Zürich, Lugano, Davos). Further it will 
be used together with IDA ICE to make predictions 
for the heat supply efficiency for different 
applications of the PV/T-Slates.  
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PHYSICAL MODEL 
Basically there are 5 energy balance equations for 2 
solid and 3 air masses: 

1. Energy balance for the PV/T-module (solid): 
 

 
Figure 4 Energy balance for the PV/T-module 

 

01: Rise of inner energy of the PV/T-modules 
1: Global irradiation from the sun to the modules 
2: Solar irradiation reflected by the modules 
3: Long wave radiation from the modules to ambient 
4: Electrical output of the cells 
5: Heat convection from the modules to the ambient 
6: Heat convection from the modules to the air gaps 
 
2. Energy balance for the air film (small air volume in 
front of the module): 

 

 
Figure 5 Energy balance for the air film 

 

02: Rise of inner energy of the air film 
5: Heat convection from the modules to the ambient 
7: Lost part of 5 
8: Part of 5, transported into the air gaps 
 
3. Energy balance for the air gap (small air volume 
between the modules): 
 

 
Figure 6 Energy balance for the air gap 

 

03: Rise of inner energy of the air gaps 
6: Heat convection from the modules to the air gaps 
8: Part of 5, transported into the air gaps 
9: Heat transported out of the air gaps 

4. Energy balance for the air channel (big air volume 
between the modules and the support structure):  
 

 
Figure 7 Energy balance for the air channel 

 

04: Rise of inner energy of the air channel 
9: Heat transported out of the air gaps 
s: Heat to the support structure 

: Heat transported out of channel 
 
5. Energy balance for the support structure:  
 

 
Figure 8 Energy balance for support structure 

 

05: Rise of inner energy of the support structure 
s: Heat to the support structure 
 
The rise of the inner energy of these 5 masses can be 
expressed by: 
 
0x = {volume} x {density} x {specific heat capacity} 

x {derivative of temperature with respect to time} 
 
where the volumes, densities and heat capacities are 
known parameters and the temperatures (TCell, TIn, 
TGap, TOut, TIns) are variables calculated by the 
solver. 
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The solar irradiation 1 (RadSun) is a given input. 
The reflected radiation 2 (RadRefl) is expressed by: 
 

RadRefl = Refl x RadSun 
 
where Refl is a known parameter (given by the 
module manufacturer). 
 
The long wave radiation 3 (QLWFront) is expressed 
by: 
 
3 = {area} x {boltzmann constant} x {view factor} x 

{long wave emissivity} x ({absolute cell 
temperature}4 -{absolute ambient temperature}4) 

 
The electrical output of the cells 4 (QEl) is 
expressed by: 
 
QEl = 

(1 + elDeg x (25-TCell)) x etaEl x RadSun x ATot 
 
where elDeg is the temperature coefficient of the cell 
efficiency, etaEl is the electrical module efficiency at 
25°C and ATot is the total area with solar cells. 
 
The 2 convective heat fluxes 5 (QConvFront) and 6 
(QConvGap) are expressed by: 
 
5,6 = {area} x {convective heat transfer coefficient} 

x {temperature difference between solid and air} 
 
where the areas are known parameters, the convective 
heat transfer coefficients (HFront, HGap) are 
variables dependent on air velocity (vWind, 
vAirGap). The assignment of HFront and HGap is 
one of the challenges of this physical model: 
 

HGap = ? 
HFront = ? 

 
The heat transports 7 (QConvLost), 8 (QGapIn), 9 
(QGapOut) and  (QOut) are expressed by: 
 
7,8,9,  = {air mass flow} x {air heat capacity} x 

({air temperature} - {ambient temperature}) 
 
where the ambient temperature and for 8,9,   also 
the air mass flow are given inputs and the air heat 
capacity is a known constant.  
 
To estimate the air mass flow for 7 (MAirWind) is 
another challenge of this physical model: 
 

MAirWind = ? 
 

A special case for 8 and 9 is: 
 

{air mass flow} = 0 
 

In that case a minimal heat flux from the air channel 
to the gap and from the gap to the ambient must be 
defined to cool down the system : 
 

QGapIn = CBack1 x (TGap - TOut) 
QGapOut = CBack2 x (TIn - TGap) 

 
To estimate CBack 1 and CBack 2 is anothoer 
challenge of this physical model: 
 

CBack 1 = ? 
CBack 2 = ? 

 
The heat flux into the support structure s (QIns) is 
dependent on the shape and the material of the 
support structure. To find an approach for QIns is 
another challenge of this physical model: 
 

QIns = ? 
 
 
EXPERIMENTS 
Experiment 1 is described in Kropf, 1999. 
 

 

 
Figure 9 Experiment 1 
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Keywords for experiment 1: 
- Indoor measurement. 
- The modules are heated by electrical heating foils 

instead of the sun (static situation). 
- Thermocouple measuring of heat flux to front and 

backside of the modules. 
- Investigation of the flow field with injected 

smoke. 
- Measured air temperatures: 2x Room, 6x air film, 

4x heating foil, 6x air gap, 4x air channel, 4x 
collector output. 

- Determination of HGap for a variety of static 
situations. 

 

In detailed investigations of the convective heat 
transfer (see Figure 9) from the modules to the gap, 
the following equation for HGap is found: 
 

 HGap = C x vAirGapn (1) 
with: C = 16 - Slope/18 and n = 0.81 (2) 
 

Figure 10 shows a comparison between the 
measurements and this formula. 
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Figure 10 Comparison between measurement of 

HGap (symbols) and equation (1) (lines) 
for Slope = 0°, 50°, 80°   

 

Expermiment 2 is described in Kropf, Apr 2002. 
 

 
Figure 11 Experiment 2 

Keywords for experiment 2: 
- Outdoor measurement. 
- Dynamic measurement with monitoring every 

minute and hourly averaging. 
- The measurement of the air flow pattern failed 

because of inaccurate equipment. 
- Varying module angle (Slope) and Airflow 

(MAir). 
- Measured air temperatures: 1x Ambient, 9x PV 

cell, 9x air gap, 10x air channel, 6x PV/T output. 
- Measured weather parameters: Inclined global 

irradiation, ambient temperature, wind velocity.  
 

The inclination angle (Slope) and the air massflow 
(MAir) could be modified to determine the 
dependence of the thermal output on these 
parameters. 

Figure 12 shows typically the results of one sunny 
day. 
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Figure 12 Input and output power of the PV/T-Slates 
 

Figure 13 shows the track of cell temperature and 
output temperature during one day, while the solar 
irradiation is increasing and decreasing. The 
temperature tracks show a hysteresis: Temperatures 
in the afternoon are higher than in the morning at the 
same solar irradiation. 
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Figure 13 Temperature hysteresis 

 

Experiment 3 is described in Kropf, Nov 2002. 
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Figure 14 Experiment 3 

 

Keywords for experiment 3: 
- In-situ measurement. 
- PV/T-Modules on the roof of an equipment shed 

of a residential house in Zug - Switzerland. 
- Dynamic measurement with monitoring every 5 

minutes and hourly averaging. 
- Transport of the heated air into the basement with 

problems of too low temperature and too high 
humidity during the summer due to a air-to-water 
heatpump. 

- Module angle Slope = 45° and Airflow 
SpecVolFlowAir = 22m3/(h m2). 

- Measured air temperatures: 1x Ambient, 4x PV 
cell, 2x PV/T output, 1x basement supply, 2x 
basement room, 1x heatpump output. 

- Measured weather parameters: Inclined global 
irradiation, ambient temperature. 

 

Figure 15 shows typically the results of two weeks. 
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Figure 15 Experiment 3 

 

VALIDATION 
The validation is focussed on the expressions framed 
in the physical model section of this paper: 

HGap: See equation (1). This equation must be 
verified within this validation. 

HFront: This variable is given by the IDA ICE model 
for facades: 
 HFront = IF vWind < 4.88 
 THEN 5.67 x (1.09 + 0.23 x vWind/0.3048)) 
 ELSE 5.67 x (0.53 x (vWind/0.3048)0.78) (3) 
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Figure 16 Equation(2): HFront in function of vWind 

 

MAirWind: Two different approaches are tested: 

 a) MAirWind = Constant x ATot (4) 

 b) Capt_Eff = MAir/(MAir+MAirWind) (5) 

 with Capt_Eff(MAir,ATot,GapWidth,Slope) 

The best approach must be found within this 
validation. 

CBack1 and CBack2: This parameters will be constant 
and should both be of the same order. The values must 
be found within this validation. For the validation with 
the results from experiment 1, these parameters are not 
relevant, because MAir ? 0 during the whole 
calculation period. In that case, CBack1 and CBack2 
can be set to zero. 

QIns: The following equation is applied: 

 QIns = CoeffIns x (TOut - TIns) 
 = CapIns x dTIns/dt (6) 
The best values for CoeffIns and CapIns must be 
found within this validation. 
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Week: from 2002-03-25 to 2002-03-31
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Figure 17 Validation I  for experiment 2 

 

Figure 17 shows the comparison between simulation 
and measurements of TCell and TOut for a period of 
one week with approach a) (Validation I). The 
validation was done with experiment 2 with Slope = 
90°. The air mass flow was kept constantly for each 
day: 

Monday and Wednesday: Low level: 22kg/(h m2) 
Tuesday: Middle level: 61kg/(h m2) 
Thursday to Sunday. High level: 94kg/(h m2) 

It is evident that the cell temperature is overpredicted 
at the low air mass flow rate. To see how the model 
parameters depend on MAir (or vAirGap) we need to 
run the simulation for each day separately. Figures 18-
23 show the results for the best parameters. 
 

Date: 2002-03-25
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Figure 18 Validation Monday for experiment 2 
 

Date: 2002-03-26
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Figure 19 Validation Tuesday for experiment 2 

Date: 2002-03-27
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Figure 20 Validation Wednesday for experiment 2 
 

 

Date: 2002-03-28
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Figure 21 Validation Thursday for experiment 2 
 

 

Date: 2002-03-29
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Figure 22 Validation Friday for experiment 2 
 

Last day of simulation: 2002-03-31
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Figure 23 Validation Sunday for experiment 2 

approach a) with Constant=0.15  
CoeffIns=3kW/K;CapIns=80kJ/K 
C = 16.5 instead of 16 - 90/18 = 11 

approach a) with Constant=0.0225  
CoeffIns=3kW/K;CapIns=300kJ/K 
C = 16.5 instead of 16 - 90/18 = 11 

approach a) with Constant=0.015  
CoeffIns=3kW/K;CapIns=400kJ/K 
C = 13.2 instead of 16 - 90/18 = 11 

approach a) with Constant=0.0075  
CoeffIns=3kW/K;CapIns=400kJ/K 
C = 13.2 instead of 16 - 90/18 = 11 

approach a) with Constant=0.015  
CoeffIns=3kW/K;CapIns=400kJ/K 
C = 13.2 instead of 16 - 90/18 = 11 
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With the available data it is difficult to find a more 
accurate physically reasonable model for HGap and 
CapIns. For the capture efficiency the following 
equation is found: 

Capt_Eff = 1 - e-A x MAir/ATot (7) 
 with A = 37.45 m2/kg 
As shown in figure 24 (Validation II), this leads to an 
even better correspondence of simulation and 
measurement than in validation I. 
 

Week: from 2002-03-25 to 2002-03-31
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Figure 24 Validation II for experiment 2 

 
As verification of this final model we look at 
experiment 3, where the same modules but another 
supporting structure were used. The parameter Slope 
was 45° (instead of 90° at experiment 2). The air mass 
flow was kept constant at 26kg/(h m2) during daytime 
and turned off (MAir = 0) during the night. As shown 
in figure 25 (Validation III) we can indeed use the 
same model and the same parameters except HGap, 
which must be a lower value. The available data don't 
give the reason for this. It might be because of the 
lower air flow or because of the lower inclination 
angle. 
The best value found for CBack1 and CBack2 was 10 
W/K. 
 

Week: from 2002-06-10 to 2002-06-16
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Figure 25 Validation III for experiment 3 
 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
A physically reasonable model was successfully 
found for the PV/T-Slate system. This model will 
allow to make predictions for equal or similar 
systems. 

To make the model adaptive for systems differing in 
module size, gap width etc. more validations must be 
done, particulary for the convective gap heat transfer 
coefficient HGap. 

The presented model will be useful to make 
simulations for varying building systems with PV/T-
Slates. This allows to make predictions about the use 
of the waste heat of building integrated PV-modules. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
MAir kg/s total air mass flow through gaps 
MAirWind kg/s total air mass flow wind 
SpecVolFlowAir m3/(hm2) specific air volume rate through gaps 
vAirGap m/s average air velocity in gaps 
Capt_Eff - part of convected heat, capt by gaps 
HGap W/(m2K) conv. heat transf. coeff. module->gap 
HFront W/(m2K) conv. heat transf. coeff. module->amb 
RadSun W/m2 solar irradiation to the modules 
RadRefl W/m2 reflected solar irradiation 
QConvFront W total heat convected modules->amb 
QConvLost  W lost part of QConvFront 
QConvGap W part of QConvFront, capt by gaps 
QGapIn W total heat transported into gaps 
QGapOut W total heat transported out of gaps 
QOut W total heat transported out of system 
QIns W tot heat infiltrated to support structure 
QEl W total heat converted to electricity 
TAmb °C ambient temperature 
TGrd °C ground temperature 
TSky °C sky temperature 
TCell °C cell temperature 
TGap °C temperature of air in gap 
TIn °C temperature of air in front of modules 
TOut °C air output temperature 
TIns °C temperature of support structure 
ATot m2 total area of modules with celss 
C W/(m2K) (s/m)n constant in HGap = C x vAirGapn 
n - exponent in HGap = C x vAirGapn 
CBack1 W/K if MAir = 0 then 
  QGapOut = CBack1 x (TGap - TOut) 
CBack2 W/K if MAir = 0 then 
  QGapIn = CBack2 x (TIn - TGap) 
CoeffIns W/K QIns = CoeffIns x (TOut - TIns) 
CapIns J/K QIns = CapIns x dTIns/dt 
Refl - reflection rate of module glass 
etaEl - electrical module efficiency at 25°C 
ElDeg K-1 temperature coeff. of cell efficiency 
Slope ° slope angle of the building envelope 
GapWidth m width of gap between modules 

approach b) with 
Capt_Eff=1-e-37.45xMAir/ATot 

CoeffIns=3kW/K;CapIns=350kJ/K 
HGap = 16.5 (= constant) 
 

approach b) with 
Capt_Eff=1-e-37.45*MAir/ATot 

CoeffIns=3kW/K;CapIns=350kJ/K 
HGap = 7 (= constant) 
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